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The Pennsylvania Plan, a statewide educational
quality assessment program, first formulated ten educational goals to
serve as bases of evaluation and program development. Two of the
plan's three phases heave been completed. PhaF.e I involved organizing
a Bureau of Quality Assessment to establish a working evaluation
plan, including the development of measurement instruments and
procedures for collecting data, hypotheses concerning pupil
achievement, and computer analytic techniques. Phase II was designed
to provide patterns of student pertormance on each ot the ten
educational goals, reconfirm hypotheses concerning the relationships
between pupil achievements and school and community variables, and,
based on these relationships, provide regression weights for use in
subsequent phases, and establish the adequacy ot the measuring
instruments. Phase III is characterized by tour analysis and
reporting procedures: prediction ot expectA school means, comparison
of school means, comFatison of student distributions, and evaluation
ot student responses to key items. This data should enable school
personnel to use tools and technique!-. developed in Phases I and
II. See also TM 009 609-612. (PR)
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The Pennsylvania Plan
For The Assessment of

Educational Quality

Legislation

Quality assessment in Pennsylvania had its beginning in Section 290.1

of Act 299, August 8, 1963. The act required the State Board cf
Education

to devehop or cause to be developed an evaluation rrocedure designed to
measure objectively the adequacy and effideney of the educational programs

offered by the public schools of the Commonwealth. The evaluation pro
cedure to be developed shall include teats measuring the achiniements and
performance ci students pursuing all of the carious subjects and courses
comprising the curricula. The evaluation procedure shall be to constructed
and developed as to provide each school district with relevant comparative
data to enable directors and administrators to more readily appraise the edu-

cational performance and to effectuate without delay the strengthening of

the district's educatiotial program. Tests developed under the authority of
this section to be administered to pupils shall be used for the purpose of pro.

riding a uniform evaluation of each school district and the other purposes
set forth in this subdivisicn. The State Board of Education shall devise
performance standards upon completion of the evaluation procedure required
by this section.

Ten Goals of Quality Education

To carry out these mandates, the State Board of Education appointed
front its members a committee on quality education. Tie_ committee,
after meeting with civic and professional leaders front througlicoat the
state, adopted, in Nlarch, 1965, the following Ten Goals of Quality Edui

cation to serve as the basis for lssessinent and is the basis for the de-
velopment of programs:
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I. Quality education should help every child ncquire the great-
est possible understanding of himself and an appreciation
of his worthiness ns n member of society.

II. Quality education should help every child acquire under-
standing and appreciation of persons belonging to social,
cultural and ethnic groups different from his own.

111. Quality education should help every child acquire to the full.

est extent possible for hint, mastery of the basic skills in the
use of words and number:.

IV. Quality education should help every child acquire a pocitive

attitude toward the ienrning process.

V. Quality education should help every child acquire the habits
and attitudes associated with responsible citizenship.

VI. Quality education should help every child acquire good
health habits and an understanding of the conditions neces-
sary for the maintaining of physical nod emotional well-

being.

VII. Quality education should give every child opportunity and

encouragement to 1s creative in one or more fields of en-
deavor.

VIII. Quality education silo:ad help every child understand the
opportunities open to hint fo preparing himself for a pro-
ductive life and should ramble him to take full advantage

of these opportunities.

1X. Qunlity education should help every child to understand
and appreciate ns much ns he can of human achievement

in the natural sciences, the social sciences, the humanities

and the arts.

X. Quality education should help every child to prepare for r
world of rapid change and unforeseeable drmands in which

continuing education throughout his adult life should be n

normal expectation.

Phase 1 of the Pennsylvania Plan

The Bureau of Educational Quality Asse,ment was organized in

June 1967, to translate the mandates of Bic act and the wislic of the

State Board of Education into a workirt plan of as-:, -mint.
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Given the ten goals of quality education and the mandate to develop
performance standards based on these goals, the bureau's first task was
to determine the extent to which students in the commonwealth are
fulfilling the requirements of these goals. Through Phase I of the
assessment plan, four major objectives were met:

MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS FOR EACH OF THE TEN GOALS WERE
DEVELOPED, PILOT TESTED AND REFINED.

MeasuremLnt was given first priority by the bureau. For some
goals, standardized published tests were found adequate. For other
goals where no items were found adequate, the bureau staff, together
with staff from the Bureau of Research, developed and pilot tested
items.

By April 1968, a measurement package was ready and was adminis-
tered to 5th graders and 11111 grader,. in 100 schools throughout the
state. Usable data was obtained frean 1413 5th graders and 1285 llth
graders.

PROCEDURES FOR COLLECTING DATA ABOUT SCHOOL. AND COMMUNITY
CONDITIONS WERE DEVELOPED, PILOT TESTED AND REFINED.

Pupil achievements 'mist be considered in light of surrounding con-
ditions. The assessment model takes into consideration those factors
the pupil brings with biro, those particular conditions the surrounding
community offers him and those school characteristics which a.Tect
Some of this information was collected from state records but most of
the information was furnished by school administrators. teachers and
pupils.

HYPOTHESES CONCERNING PT.PIL ACHUAI:MEATS AND THOSE SCHOOL
AND COMMUNITY CONDITIONS AFFECIING ACHIEVEMENTS WERE TESTED
AND ANALY2ED.

It is in the analysis of the data where inferences are tested and the
adequacy and efficiency of measurement items arc analyzed. Each cd
the variables was analyzed through the use of correlational technique
and regression analysis. Each of the items was scrutinized with ite3ii
analysis techniques.

CONIPUTER ANALYTIC TiCHNIQUES WERE DFAVEOPIP, THUD OUT AND
REFINED.

Nothing succeeds a3 well as real data to test the adequacy of statis-
tical formulas and the efficiency of computer programs. se I
data provided the opportunity to fe/ect from tire many analytic tech.
niqtres those most applicable for comparison and prediction of school
me ans.

1.3
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Phase I findings indicate that those factors which pupils bring with
them levels of previous learning and educational and occupational
levels of parentsarc, most ,ignificant in determining how Ns-e11 pupils
achieve. These findings arc neither startling nor revealing. The more
consequential findings arc that these pupil factors to not account for
all of the differences in pupil achievements. In fact, in many of the
goals, less than half of the differences in pupil achievements is accounted
for by socioeconomic and pottntial ability factors. The implications
are that seloors can and do make a difference.

Phase 1 Findings, published in December 19f8, contains extensive
information scout the measuring procedures. the measuring instruments,
the distributions of pupil scores and the relationships between pupil
achievements and school arid community characteristics.

Phase II of the Pennsylvania Plan
The assessment of educational quality must be translated into a prac-

tical working tool in order to be useful to school districts in appraising
and strengthening their educational programs. Phase II was ile
signed to:

I. Provide inatterns of student performance on each of the ten
goals.

2. Reconfirm hypotlees concerring the relationships between pu-
pil achievements and school and community variables.

3. Based on these relationships, provide regression weights for use
in subsequent 'phases.

Establish the adequacy of the measuring instrument=.

Subsequent sections of Phase 11 Find;nizs contain extensive informa-
tion resulting from the collection and analysis of the Phase tl ditto.

Phase Ili of the Petinsykania Nan
Phase III of the Penns:,1%ania Plan is educational quality assessment

in action. Beginning in the Fall of 1970, school personnel will he able
to use the tok and teehitiques dm-loped in Phase 1 and Phase 11 to
assess :he adequacy and elTwiency of their programs. .1s,e,,:nent will he
in terms of student performance, uith differences among hulk idual..
schools and communities taken into account.

Analysis and a (win of reporting are so interlocked that one largoly
determines the other. Four analysis and reporting procedures will char-
acterize Phase III:

2.4
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PREDICTION OF' EXPECTED SCHOOL MEANS

The first step in the analysis of the Phase ill data will be to predict
what the average pupil performance will be for pupils in a particular
school 1, n each of the ten goal:.

COMPARISON OE SCHOOL MEANS

The next step will he the comparison of the predich d - ,lo.,rd mean
with the actual school mean. Statistical tests for the ,i ttr of dif-
ferences will be applied.

COMPARISON OF STUDENT DISTRIBUTIONS

The actual distribution of individual student scores in percentage
values will be compared to the predicted distribution of individual stu
dent scores. Statistical tests for the significance of differences will he
applied.

EVALUATION OF STUDE:NT liEiPONSES To KEY ITEMS

Arty pceoiiction model empirically derived depend: for it coeffieients
upon the cu -roil status of activity in the field. 'Floe possibility always
exists that students may be achieving exactly as they are predicted to
achieve on the !oasis of the conditions under which they operate, while
their achieverneots .ire far from satisfactory in terms of thoughtful and
serious value judgivent: of school. community and state department per.
sound. Therefore, an examination will be made of the proportion
of students p,.rforming ot levels judged to be unacceptable in light of
more ideal criteria for each of the ten goals. Proportional frequencies of
responses will be given for kr y items for, goal.

When a school participates in Phase III_ school personnel earl:

I. Examine discrepancies between expected mean student per
formative arid actual mean student performa; re.

2. Examine ili:crepancies between normative di,trilmtion: of
student performance and actual I!istrilnrtiort< of individual
per for Mance.

3. Examine the proportion of students who Pali in the undcsir
able respon,e category on several ki y

\\ here serious negative discrepancies exist loctween predicted and
actual strident achievement. school personnel together Ns lib Do partment
of Education rrsonnel will he able to work together to mortify programs

1

la an attempt to c,rrert the discrepatory.

It
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Where actual achievement agree: with predicted achievement, parents,
teachers and students may feel dissatisfied to remain in the expected out-
put category in which they find themselves. Efforts may then be de-
signed to move performance beyond the limitation.: stiggested by the
condition varialles.

Where a significant number of stinlents respond unsatisfactorily to
key items, program moditicalions may be directed toward providing stu-
dents with the opportunity to develop more satisfactorily.

Finally, where discrepancies are positive. Department of Education
pr,rt,onne/ and school personnel will ascertain what appear to be the most
contributing factors so that these positive practices can be shared with
other schools throughout the state.
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